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Abstract: Environmental conditions are very changeable; fluctuations in temperature, precipitation,
illumination intensity, and other factors can decrease a plant productivity and crop. The remote
sensing of plants under these conditions is the basis for the protection of plants and increases their
survivability. This problem can be solved through measurements of plant reflectance and calculation
of reflectance indices. Reflectance indices are related to the vegetation biomass, specific physiological
processes, and biochemical compositions in plants; the indices can be used for both short-term
and long-term plant monitoring. In our review, we considered the applications of reflectance
indices in plant remote sensing. In Optical Methods and Platforms of Remote Sensing of Plants,
we briefly discussed multi- and hyperspectral imaging, including descriptions of multispectral and
hyperspectral cameras with different principles and their efficiency for the remote sensing of plants. In
Main Reflectance Indices, we described the main reflectance indices, including vegetation, water, and
pigment reflectance indices, as well as the photochemical reflectance index and its modifications. We
focused on the relationships of leaf reflectance and reflectance indices to plant biomass, development,
and physiological and biochemical characteristics. In Problems of Measurement and Analysis of
Reflectance Indices, we discussed the methods of the correction of the reflectance indices that can be
used for decreasing the influence of environmental conditions (mainly illumination, air, and soil) and
plant characteristics (orientation of leaves, their thickness, and others) on their measurements and
the analysis of the plant remote sensing. Additionally, the variability of plants was also considered as
an important factor that influences the results of measurement and analysis.

Keywords: remote sensing; multispectral imaging; hyperspectral imaging; vegetation reflectance
indices; water reflectance indices; pigment reflectance indices; photochemical reflectance index

1. Introduction

Agriculture is one of the most important fields of human activity because it is the
basis for food security and industry. However, plant cultivation is a long-term process
and requires various resources, including energy, water, fertilizer, etc. The consumption of
the products of plant cultivation increases with the increasing population of Earth. Plant
cultivation can be limited for several reasons: (i) the variability of environmental conditions,
including changes in temperature, precipitation, illumination, and others [1–3]; (ii) the local
human activity contributing to pollution, unregulated fertilization, disturbances of the
water regime in the soil, etc. [4]; (iii) the global climate changes that cause the expansion
of droughty (arid) regions, soil salinization, etc. [5]. Important targets of action of these
stressors in plants are energetic processes (namely photosynthesis and respiration), mineral
exchange, hormone synthesis, stress programs in plant cells, and others [3]. The short-term
influence of the stressors can increase the plant survivability; in contrast, their prolonged
action exhausts plants [3,6]. Thus, the changes in environmental conditions become harmful
for agricultural plants, which are strategically significant for regional development.

The control of the plant cultivation under changeable environmental conditions be-
comes an important problem, which requires the development of the methods of plant
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remote sensing [7,8]. Plant remote sensing is an important technology of a digital agri-
culture that provides the short-term and long-term monitoring of plants [9]. This sensing
is mainly based on optical methods that are non-invasive, relatively simple, and high-
throughput. Moreover, the important advantage of the optical methods is their safety
for the environment. It is important that the modern optical methods can indicate plant
physiological changes and damage that cannot be detected by a simple visual inspection.

Particularly, measurements of reflected light at specific wavelengths and calculation
of reflectance indices (RIs) are widely used methods of the estimation of the development,
productivity, and forming stress changes in plants [9]. There are several advantages of
the application of the reflectance indices. First, the calculation of RIs usually requires
measurements of the reflected light at only two to three wavelengths [10]; i.e., simple
technical solutions can be used for these measurements. Second, RIs can be related to
specific physiological processes [11] and biochemical compositions [12,13] in plants. This
means that RIs can be used for the remote and non-invasive estimation of the details of
plant development or stress changes [7,14]. Third, the imaging of RIs can have different
temporal and spatial resolutions; this property provides additional tools for plant remote
sensing [15,16]. Particularly, the spatial scale is the basis for the choice between the in-
vestigation of the single plant in detail and the complex analysis of the whole canopy of
plants [9,17]. The analysis of the plant level contributes to reveal specific characteristics
of single plant organisms, e.g., the forming physiological changes in leaves caused by
the actions of stressors, including drought, salinity, excess light, non-optimal tempera-
tures [11,18,19], and others. In the future, this analysis can be the basis for the recognition
of the type of stressor that acts on the plant because the spatial distribution of RIs in the
plant organism can be related to this type [1,16]. However, the spatial distribution of
RIs in the canopy can also be heterogeneous [9,16]. This variability in the canopy optical
properties can be related to large-scale differences in biomass, structures of leaves and
canopy, pigment concentration, and others [16,20]. These differences can be caused by
spatial heterogeneity in mineral nutrition [20], light intensity [16,21], precipitation [1], and
other environmental factors. This heterogeneity can play both positive and negative roles
in plant remote sensing. It can cause a decrease in the ratio of signal to noise at the imaging
of the reflected light; i.e., disturb the measurement. In contrast, the information about this
spatial heterogeneity of plant characteristics in the field can be used for the analysis of
the distribution of the action of stressors; i.e., this information can be the basis for using
protection actions in damaged zones.

Thus, the application of RIs has wide perspectives for plant investigations and remote
sensing: (i) reflectance indices can be used for laboratory investigations of plant organisms
in vivo; particularly, the development of the RI-based methods can simplify the analysis of
physiological and biochemical processes in comparison with using complicated and expen-
sive classical methods [10,22]; (ii) measurements of RIs can be used for high-throughput
plant monitoring in fields and greenhouses [22]; in the future, they can be an important
part of automatic systems of plant cultivation.

In our review, we considered the perspective and limitations of applying RIs for plant
remote sensing. In Section 2, we described some optical methods of plant remote sensing,
the main principles of scanning systems for measurements of reflectance in plants and
canopy, and some mobile platforms for this remote sensing. Further, we described the
main reflectance indices, including vegetation, water, pigment, and photosynthetic indices
(Section 3). We focused on the relationship of growth, physiological, and biochemical
characteristics with plant reflectance and on applications of these RIs. In Section 4, we
discussed the methods of the corrections of RIs that are used for decreasing the influence
of the environmental conditions on plant remote sensing.
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2. Optical Methods and Platforms of Remote Sensing of Plants
2.1. Main Optical Methods of Remote Sensing

The remote sensing of plants is often based on optical methods, including imaging of
a chlorophyll fluorescence, RGB imaging, thermal imaging, and spectral imaging of the
reflected light [23] (Figure 1). These methods are non-invasive; additionally, many of their
modifications are remote and high-throughput.
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Figure 1. The optical methods of estimation of growth and development, physiological processes, and
biochemical composition of plants, including the RGB, thermal, fluorescence, and spectral imaging.
(a) Spectral ranges of these optical methods. (b) Examples of using the RGB imaging, the thermal
imaging, the imaging of the chlorophyll fluorescence, and the spectral imaging of reflected light.
These examples are based on works [24–26]. R, G, and B are the red, green, and blue spectral bands
of the reflected light that are measured at the RGB imaging.

The RGB imaging is a very important method of plant remote sensing because it is
characterized by technical simplicity and availability [23,27]. As a result, this method can
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be used for the remote sensing of plant changes on various spatial scales (from single leaf
to whole ecosystem(s)) (Figure 2); at that, RGB-imaging can be used for revealing relatively
slow changes in plants (from hours and even days). The RGB cameras measure light in
broad spectral bands of the visible light (red, green, and blue bands) (Figure 1a); these
cameras also have weak sensitivity to the near-infrared light (NIR) [28]. The RGB imaging
is widely used for morphometric analysis (e.g., estimation of biomass [29] or leaf area
index (LAI) [30]), recognition and classification of plants [31–33], mapping of species in
the ecosystem (e.g., forest) [34,35], and others. However, the RGB analysis is restricted by
a number of problems. First, the RGB imaging can be disturbed by fluctuations in light
intensity or wind gusts [27]. Second, the calibration of the RGB camera is difficult due to
the nonlinear gamma correction effect [33]. Additionally, a large number of interpolations
for the transformation of the RGB image to the digital surface model are necessary; this
decreases the accuracy of using the RGB imaging at remote sensing of this surface [33].
Moreover, relations between the broad bands of reflectance and specific physiological
changes can be weak (e.g., these bands are not significantly related to changes in the pa-
rameters of photosynthetic light reactions [36]). Finally, the structural analysis of the plant
canopy on the basis of the RGB imaging has limitations and requires special software [33].
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Figure 2. Spatial (from leaf to ecosystem(s)) and temporal (from seconds to years) scales of main optical methods of plant
remote sensing. Two types of measurements of the chlorophyll fluorescence are shown: a passive measurement (without
fluorescence induction by special measuring light) and an active measurement (with this induction).

Another prospective method of plant remote sensing is the measurement of a chloro-
phyll fluorescence, which is strongly related to the distribution of energy in the photosyn-
thetic apparatus [37]. There are active (the fluorescence is induced by special measuring
light with controlled intensity) and passive (the fluorescence is induced by ambient light)
methods of fluorescence imaging [38]. The emission of the chlorophyll fluorescence is
mainly observed at a 650–750 nm spectral range; the fluorescence is maximal at about
680 nm [39] (Figure 1a). The active measurements of the chlorophyll fluorescence are
used for the estimation of photosynthetic activity on spatial scales from leaves to plants.
However, using the active illumination of plants by the measuring light strongly limits the
application of this method in cases of the remote sensing of canopy or ecosystems because
long distances between the camera and plants are necessary in these cases [38] (Figure 2).
In contrast, the passive measurement of the chlorophyll fluorescence does not require using
the artificial measuring light because the ambient light (especially sunlight) is used for the
fluorescence induction in this method [38,40]. The measurement of the sunlight-induced
chlorophyll fluorescence is based on an analysis of the Fraunhofer lines, including lines of
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hydrogen absorption (656.4 nm) and telluric absorption of oxygen (687 and 760 nm); the
lines are used for the discrimination between the chlorophyll fluorescence and reflected
light (which can be more intensive) [40]. The development of methods of measurement and
analysis of the sunlight-induced fluorescence is an important task of plant remote sensing;
however, the interpretation of the results of the measurements of this fluorescence remains
a very difficult problem [40].

The temperature can also be informative for plant remote sensing. The temperature
changes can be measured in the 7500–14,000 nm range [23] (Figure 1a). The thermal
imaging is mainly used for the analysis of transpiration in plants [23,41]. The transpira-
tion is regulated by the opening/closing of stomates, which prevent overheating of the
plant under increased temperatures [41] and control water loss in drought conditions [42];
i.e., the influence of these factors on plants can be analyzed on the basis of this thermal
imaging. Additionally, changes in the temperature can be caused by plant damage dur-
ing the development of diseases that influence transpiration [43]. However, the spatial
resolution of the thermal imaging is lower in comparison to the RGB imaging (small de-
tails cannot be revealed), and the efficiency of this method is strongly dependent on the
ambient temperature [23].

Finally, the spectral analysis of the reflected light on the basis of hyper- and multispec-
tral imaging is a very promising method of plant remote sensing [33,44]. It is based on
strong relations between the spectra of the reflected light and growth, physiological, and
biochemical parameters of plants [7,12,13]. Visible, NIR, and short-wavelength infrared
(SWIR) light ranges are used for the spectral imaging of the reflected light [7]. As a result,
this imaging can be effectively used for plant remote sensing; the development of models
of prediction and management of the plant productivity in agro- and natural ecosystems
can also be based on the results of the spectral imaging of the reflected light [10]. Thus,
methods of the hyper- and multispectral imaging were analyzed in our review; at that,
we focused on the analysis of reflectance indices because measurements on the basis of
these indices are a widely used method of plant remote sensing. There are numerous
systems (from handheld devices to satellites) that were developed for measurements of the
reflectance indices.

2.2. Multi- and Hyperspectral Imaging

The light interacts with all the environmental objects; the interactions include light
absorption, reflectance, and scattering, which are dependent on the optical characteristics
of the material of these objects. Measurements of the intensities of reflected light at narrow
spectral bands are an effective approach of plant remote sensing that can be used for the
estimation of the growth and development of plants [10], investigation of their physiologi-
cal processes and biochemical compositions [12,13], analysis of water exchange [45], and
others. Changes in the reflectance spectra of plants can be detected by hyper- and multi-
spectral cameras, which are tools for hyperspectral and multispectral imaging, respectively.
In accordance with Paulus and Mahlein [44] and Katsoulas et al. [22], a camera measuring
more than 20 wavelengths can be classified as a hyperspectral camera; in contrast, a camera
measuring less than 20 wavelengths is a multispectral camera. Hyperspectral data can be
presented as a set of frames (“hypercube”), where each frame shows the spatial reflectance
distribution at a specific wavelength; as a result, the whole spectrum of the reflected light
in each point of the investigated object can be analyzed. In contrast, when using a multi-
spectral camera, the information is strongly minimized because images are measured at
only several specific wavelengths.

The hyperspectral cameras seem to be more interesting for application by researchers
because they can be used for the solution of a broad range of tasks in the fields of the plant
sciences and plant remote sensing. A simple variant in the architecture of the hyperspectral
camera can include the camera lens, prism (or diffraction grating) for the division of light
with different wavelengths, and matrix for the registration of the light signal (Figure 3a).
This architecture is used in the “push broom” camera (Figure 3b). These sensors scan
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the surface line by line and simultaneously measure the light spectra in each point of the
current line; an image is formed from these lines [22,44,46]. This type of sensor is widely
used in plant remote sensing; particularly, flying mobile platforms of remote sensing,
including copters, drones, airplanes, and satellites, are mainly equipped with these sensors.
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Another variant of sensor, namely “whisk broom”, scans point by point [22,44]. The
rotating mirror scans the surface; further, light is transmitted through the prism, and the
spectrum of each point is registered [46]. The result of the hyperspectral measurement is
the hypercube, which includes a set of images with reflectance at specific spectral bands.
It should be noted that the possibility of using this method on the basis of the mobile
platforms is rather limited.

The more complicated variant of sensors is the “snapshot” technique, including a
group of alternative methods of remote sensing that can scan the whole hypercube in a
small time (Figure 3d) and, therefore, have an increased speed of measurement [47,48]. The
snapshot imaging is based on different technical solutions, which can be complicated (e.g.,
see review [47] for details). Potentially, snapshot imaging seems to be very promising for
plant remote sensing and can compete with push and whisk broom cameras in the future.

The detectors of hyperspectral cameras with a spectral range from 300 nm to 1000 nm
are two-dimensional matrices of photosensors performed on the basis of silicon. The
registration of the waves in the SWIR light range requires detectors with InGaAs, which is
a rare and expensive material [46]. It should be noted that hyperspectral cameras with an
extremely broad spectral range (for simultaneous measurement of visible light, NIR, and
SWIR) include matrices of both types [49].

Hyperspectral cameras (with small modifications) can be used for investigation in
different spatial scales: from leaf to plant canopies and ecosystems [8]. Both the whole
spectra of reflectance and specific spectral bands (which are the basis of the calculation of
RIs) can be analyzed with hyperspectral imaging; both variants of analysis can be used for
the detection of stress changes (e.g., revealing damage induced by diseases) [44].

Multispectral cameras are widely used alternatives for the hyperspectral cameras
and can be applied for the remote sensing of single plants, their groups, canopies, and
ecosystems [8]. These cameras are based on relatively simple technical solutions (e.g.,
simultaneously using several elementary cameras with different narrow-band spectral
filters (Figure 3e) [44,48]), can minimize spectral data, and allow to estimate specific RIs;
as a result, these cameras are also effective and provide the high-throughput scanning of
plants. However, the combination of several cameras into the integrated imaging system
can cause problems of alignment of the measured images. The different optical properties
of the lens and spectral filters in the used elementary cameras cause different optical paths
and aberrations in the measured images [50]; the problems are more expressive at low
distances from plants. Potentially, the matrices of cameras can also have some differences.
An alternative variant of the multispectral system can be equipped by the wheel of spectral
filters (Figure 3f); using the single camera solves the problem of the alignment of measured
images. However, the limited velocity of the mechanical rotation of this wheel decreases the
velocity of the multispectral imaging [51]. Finally, it should be noted that the multispectral
cameras with several elementary cameras equipped by the narrow band spectral filters are
the main type of multispectral cameras that can be localized on flying mobile platforms
(copters, drones, airplanes, and satellites).

Thus, the imaging on the basis of the measurements of reflected light at narrow
spectral bands is a dynamically developing field of plant remote sensing. The hyper- and
multispectral systems are actively used by investigators for imaging with a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales.

2.3. Some Platforms for the Plant Remote Sensing

The platforms of plant remote sensing can strongly differ; their type is dependent on
the specific tasks of the remote sensing. In our review, we selected some groups of flying
platforms: unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), including copters and drones, airplanes, and
satellites. Manual measurements with handheld devices were also described because this
“classical” method is also actively used for plant monitoring. Further, we used some criteria
for the description of these systems of plant remote sensing, including the automatization
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of measurement, accessibility for researchers, possibility of construction of individual and
complex of trajectory of measurements, and spatial and temporal resolution.

The handheld devices, which include systems of multi- and hyperspectral measure-
ments in single leaves or plants, are the most accessible variants for researchers. In many
handheld devices (see, e.g., the devices by Photon System Instruments, Czech), the posi-
tions of the leaf, light source, and light detector are fixed; this means that the measurements
of the spectral characteristics of the reflected light can be very accurate. It should be noted
that artificial illumination or a combination of the artificial illumination and sunlight can
be used with these handheld systems [52] (e.g., halogen lamps are optimal for hyperspec-
tral measurements [44] or light-emitting diodes for multispectral measurements [17]); in
contrast, most of the flying mobile platforms for plant remote sensing cannot support
the artificial illumination of objects (only sunlight is used because the distances between
the camera and objects are too large). However, the velocity and spatial and temporal
resolution of these measurements (Figure 4) are strongly limited by the speed of manual
measurements; any automatization of the trajectory of the measurements is absent [33].
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manual measurements using handheld devices and different flying platforms (copters, drones, airplanes, and satellites).

The prospective group is UAS platforms, which includes copters and drones [23].
The automatization of plant remote sensing on the basis of UAS is very high for both
drones and copters because a program of flight can be automatically formed in accordance
with a program of measurements [33,53]. The trajectories of multi- and hyperspectral
measurements on the basis of copters can be constructed in wide ranges (the scanning of
specific areas or point-by-point scanning of interesting parts can be used; the height of
measurements can be controlled; the copter can hang over the area of interest and makes
dependable observations; etc.) [53]. The resolutions of these systems vary from a few cm
to tens of cm [33]; this property is interesting for the research of different spatial scales.
An additional advantage of using the copter is their relatively low costs and accessibility
for researchers [23]. However, using copters can be limited by the low loading capacity of
copters, relatively slow speed, and short time of flight [23,33].

These problems are not crucial for drones, which have a high speed and relatively
high loading capacity [27]. However, drones are more expensive than copters and cannot
be used for the accurate scanning of interesting areas (there are minimal speeds and heights
of the flight of drones [27,33]); as a result, increasing the total area of investigation and
duration of the flight by using drones is accompanied with a decrease in the resolution
of the measurements [33]. Using airplanes for plant remote sensing is similar to using
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drones, but their loading capacity and speed are even greater; the last point increases the
spatial and temporal scale of the measurement and decreases the spatial resolution [53].
Additionally, airplanes are very expensive, and their application requires the participation
of pilots (i.e., automatization is lower) [53].

Satellites are the final group of the flying platforms for plant remote sensing. Using
satellites for plant remote sensing is based on global programs (e.g., programs of NASA
and European Space Agency) [49] because the cost of these investigations is very high [33].
Satellites can be used for the regular remote sensing of plant ecosystems [49]. The analysis
of data from satellites plays a key role in the estimation of the global primary productiv-
ity [54], influence of temperature [55], evapotranspiration [56], and air CO2 concentration
changes on this productivity [49], estimation of forests areas [57] and their changes under
anthropogenic activity [49], and solutions to other global problems. On the other hand,
plant remote sensing on the basis of satellites can be limited by the low spatial and time
resolutions and the constant trajectories of the flight of these platforms [33].

3. Main Reflectance Indices
3.1. Vegetation Indices

Vegetation indices (VIs) are widely used for the estimation of the biomass production
in plants and the analysis of their health. VIs are measured on the basis of the reflectance in
the red (600–700 nm) and part of the near-infrared (NIR) (700–900 nm) spectral regions [10].
The red region of this reflectance is related to light absorption by photosynthetic pigments;
the reflectance in the NIR spectral region is dependent on the structure of the leaf and
canopy [58–60]. Using combinations of reflectance in these regions of wavelengths provides
the long-term estimation of the photosynthetic capacity, which is related to the plant
productivity. The main VIs are summarized in Part 1 of Table 1.

Table 1. Main reflectance indices used for the plant remote sensing.

Reflectance Index Formula References

Vegetation indices

Difference Vegetation Index (DVI) DVI = RNIR − RRed [61]

Simple Ratio Index (SR) SR = RNIR
RRed

[58]

Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) NDVI = RNIR−RRed

RNIR+RRed
[58]

Green Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index GNDVI GNDVI = NIR−Green

NIR+Green [62]

Soil-adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) SAVI = (RNIR−RRed)(1+L)
RNIR+RRed+L

[63]

Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation
Index (OSAVI) OSAVI = 1.16 R790−R670

R790−R670+0.16 [64]

Modified
Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI) MSAVI = 0.5

[
2R800 + 1−

√
(2R800 + 1)2 − 8(R800 − R670)

]
[65]

Transformed Soil-Adjusted Vegetation
Index (TSAVI) TSAVI = a(RNIR−aRRed−b)

RRed+aRNIR−ab
[66]

Global
Environment Monitoring Index (GEMI) GEMI = n(1− 0.25n)− Red−0.125

1−Red [67]

Enhanced Vegetation
Index (EVI) EVI = 2.5 RNIR−Rr

RNIR+C1Rr−C2Rb+L [68]

Wide Dynamic
Range Vegetation Index (WDRVI) WDRVI = αRNIR−RRed

αRNIR+RRed
[69]

Atmospherically effect resistant
vegetation index (IAVI) IAVI = RNIR−(RRed−γ(RBlue−RRed))

RNIR+(RRed−γ(RBlue−RRed))
[70]
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Table 1. Cont.

Reflectance Index Formula References

Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation
Index (ARVI) ARVI = RNIR−RB

RNIR+RB [71]

Greenness Index (G) G = R554
R677

[72]

Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI) TVI = 0.5[120(R750 − R550)− 200(R670 − R550)] [73]

Modified Triangular Vegetation Index
1 (MTVI1) MTVI1 = 1.2[1.2(R800 − R550)− 2.5(R670 − R550)] [59]

Modified Triangular Vegetation Index
2 (MTVI2) MTVI2 =

1.5[1.2(R800−R550)−2.5(R670−R550)]√
((2R800+1)2−(6R800−5

√
R670))−0.5

[59]

Transformed Triangular Vegetation
Index (TTVI)

TTVI =
0.5[(783− 740)(R865 − R740)− (865− 740)(R783 − R740)]

[74]

Water indices

Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) NDWI = R857−R1241
R857+R1241

[75]

Normalized Multi-band Drought
Index (NMDI) NMDI = R860−(R1640−R2130)

R860+(R1640−R2130)
[76]

Normalized Difference Infrared Index (NDII) NDII = R819−R1649
R819+R1649

[77]

Moisture Stress Index (MSI) MSI = R1667
R927

[78]

Water index WI = R900
R970

[79]

Broadband normalized indices RI(500–600,
700–800) and RI(600–700, 700–800)

RI(500− 600, 700− 800) = R500−600−R700−800
R500−600+R700−800

RI(600− 700, 700− 800) = R600−700−R700−800
R600−700+R700−800

[80]

Pigment indices

Gitelson and Merzlyak Indices 1 and 2
(GM1, GM2)

GM1 = R750
R550

GM2 = R750
R700

[81]

Leaf Chlorophyll Index (LCI) LCI = R850−R710
R850+R710

[82]

Carter Indices 1 and 2 (Ctr1 and Ctr2)
Ctr1 = R695

R420

Ctr2 = R695
R760

[83]

Zarco-Tejada & Miller Index (ZMI) ZMI = R750
R710

[84]

Lichtenthaler Indices 1 and 2 (Lic1 and Lic2)
Lic1 = R790−R680

R790+R680

Lic2 = R440
R690

[85]

Normalized Pigment Chlorophyll
Index (NPCI) NPCI = R680−R430

R680+R430
[6]

Modified Chlorophyll Absorption in
Reflectance Indices (MCARI and MCARI1)

MCARI = [(R700 − R670)− 0.2(R700 − R550)]
R700
R670

MCARI1 = 1.2[2.5(R790 − R670)− 1.3(R790 − R550)]
[59,86]

Transformed CAR Index (TCARI) TCARI = 3
[
(R700 − R670)− 0.2(R700 − R550)

R700
R670

]
[87]

Chappelle index R675
R700

[88]

Datt index R680
R708R550

[89]

Index proposed by Gitelson et al. (2003) R(750−800)
R(695−740)

− 1 [90]

Simple Ratio Pigment Index (SRPI) SRPI = R430
R680

[91]

Normalized difference pigment index (NDPI) NDPI = R680−R430
R680+R430

[91]

Structure Intensive Pigment Index (SIPI) SIPI = R790−R450
R790+R650

[91]
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Table 1. Cont.

Reflectance Index Formula References

Normalized Phaeophytinization Index (NPQI) NPQI = R415−R435
R415+R435

[92]

Plant Senescence Reflectance Index (PSRI) PSRI = R680−R500
R750

[12]

Anthocyanin Red
Green =

699
∑

i=600
Ri

/
599
∑

i=500
Ri

[93]

Anthocyanin Reflectance Indices 1 and 2 (ARI1
and ARI2)

ARI1 = 1
R550
− 1

R700

ARI2 = R800

(
1

R550
− 1

R700

) [94]

Photochemical reflectance index and its modifications

Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) PRI = R531−R570
R531+R570

[95]

Modified Photochemical Reflectance Index
(PRIm)

PRIm = R531−Rm
R531+Rm

m = 512, 515, 551, 555, 602, 645, 667, 668 nm
[11]

PRIm = Rm−R570
Rm+R570

m =531, 515, 525, 535, 545 nm
[96,97]

Classical VIs are the simple ratio (SR), difference vegetation index (DVI), and normal-
ized difference vegetation index (NDVI). The SR is calculated as a ratio of reflectance at
the NIR spectral region to the reflectance at the red region [58]. The DVI is calculated as
the difference between reflectance at the NIR spectral region and at the red region [61].
However, these two indices can change in a wide range; these changes make the scaling
and comparative analysis of different plants difficult. This problem can be solved by using
the NDVI, which changes in the range from −1 to +1 [59,74,98].

The NDVI is the most known and widely used reflectance index, which was de-
veloped by Rouse et al. [58]. Many works show that the NDVI is effective to estimate
various vegetation characteristics, including the total biomass (e.g., [99]), plant productivity
(e.g., [100]), leaf area index (LAI, [101–103]), parameters of vegetation cover (e.g., [104]),
content of chlorophylls in leaves (e.g., [105]), and stress changes in plants (e.g., [106,107]).
The NDVI can be used for the remote sensing of the abundance and spatial arrangement of
green vegetation and estimation of the canopy photosynthetic capacity and net primary
productivity [100,107].

The sensitivity of the NDVI to soil background and atmospheric effects stimulates the
development of new Vis, such as the soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) [63], optimized
soil-adjusted vegetation index (OSAVI) [64], and atmospherically resistant vegetation index
(ARVI) [71]. All these reflectance indices include specific correction coefficients, minimizing
errors caused by the soil and atmosphere. For example, the OSAVI is not dependent on the
soil background [64,98] through using the canopy background adjustment factor, which
can be assumed as 0.16 for all types of soils. This index is often used for the monitoring
of sparse vegetation where soil is visible [64,98]. There are other Vis on the basis of the
NDVI; e.g., the green normalized difference vegetation index (GNDVI) is more sensitive to
chlorophyll concentration than the NDVI [23].

Another interesting VI is the triangular vegetation index (TVI), which is also related
to the light absorption by photosynthetic pigments in plant leaves [73]. The TVI is based
on the idea of increasing the total area of the triangle between reflectance at green (550 nm),
red (670 nm), and infrared (750 nm) wavelengths with increasing the chlorophyll con-
tent (decrease of red reflectance) and leaf tissue abundance (increase of near-infrared
reflectance) [59,73,74,108]. There are modifications of the TVI, including modified triangu-
lar vegetation index 1 (MTVI1) and modified triangular vegetation index 2 (MTVI2), which
permit a more accurate assessment of the LAI [59,74]. Moreover, Xing et al. [74] developed
transformed TVI (TTVI), which is more sensitive to the LAI in comparison with other VIs.
Additionally, this index has a minimal saturation effect under the high plant density or
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pigment concentrations [74]. Thus, triangular vegetation indices seem to be promising for
the remote sensing of plants; they can be used for the development of new methods in
agricultural monitoring.

Thus, the vegetation indices (particularly, NDVI, OSAVI, EVI, and others) are widely
used for plant remote sensing on the basis of manual measurements and different mobile
platforms, including UAS and satellites [23,49,53]. Vis can be used for the remote sensing
of spatial [59] and temporal [109] changes in the green vegetation, including the estimation
of the morphological characteristics of plants (e.g., LAI or the total biomass [74,99,101]) or
activity of important physiological processes (e.g., the light absorption by leaves or gross
primary productivity (GPP) [110]). These changes can be observed for weeks, season(s),
year(s), or tens of years [49,106,109]. Flying platforms, including UAS and satellites, are
widely used for measurements of the vegetation indices; particularly, satellites can be
used for measuring the GPP and other parameters on an ecosystem and landscape scale.
However, the efficiency of these indices, which can be quantitatively estimated on the
basis of the coefficients of determination (for regressions connecting VIs and investigated
parameters) and correlation can be varied from high to low values [111,112]. This variabil-
ity in relations is caused by the influence of environmental conditions and geometry of
measurements (some influencing factors are shown in Section 4).

3.2. Water Indices

Water is an important factor limiting plant growth and development. Particularly,
the estimation of the water content in crops is necessary for controlled irrigation and the
mitigation of drought. The several water light absorption bands were shown in the range
from 800 to 2500 nm for single leaves [113]. It should be noted that a spectral range more
than 1000 nm can be difficult for the reflectance measurements because more expensive
and complicated cameras with the InGaAs matrices are necessary [46].

It is important that the light absorption by water in a leaf is low, at about 750 to 900 nm,
and high, at 1240, 1450, and 1940 nm [45]. Combinations of these wavelengths seem to be
promising for the estimation of the water content and can be used for the development of
reflectance indices [45]. The main reflectance indices that are sensitive to the water content
in plants are summarized in Part 2 of Table 1.

The normalized difference water index (NDWI) [75] based on reflectance at 860 and
1240 nm shows high sensitivity to changes in the moisture content in the vegetation
cover and stability to atmospheric influences [75,114,115]. There are a number of other
reflectance indices that are sensitive to the water content, including the moisture stress
index (MSI, [78]), normalized difference infrared index (NDII, [77]), and normalized multi-
band drought index (NMDI, [76]), which are calculated on the basis of wavelengths at
slopes near local spectral maximums of the light absorption by water in plants. These
reflectance indices can be used not only for the direct remote sensing of the water content
in plants but can show processes related to this content; e.g., the NMDI can be effective for
the prediction of fires [116].

Reflectance at 950–970 nm, which is related to the NIR spectral band of the light
absorption by water, can also be used for the water content estimation; the light absorption
in this spectral region is weaker than this absorption in the range of SWIR [10] Peñuelas
et al. [79] proposed the water index (WI) based on the ratio of reflectance at 900 to reflectance
at 970 nm; the wavelengths are the local minimum and maximum of light absorption by
water, respectively [79,117].

Additionally, broadband indices can also be sensitive to the water content; partic-
ularly, changes in the normalized reflectance indices based on 500–600 and 700–800 nm
spectral ranges and on 600–700 and 700–800 nm spectral ranges (RI(500–600, 700–800) and
RI(600–700, 700–800), respectively) are strongly correlated with water changes after the
propagation of electrical signals and under drought conditions [80].
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Thus, water indices are promising for agricultural and ecological remote sensing. The
monitoring of the water in vegetation and soil can be used for the estimation of the water
availability and detection of water restrictions for the increase in the plant biomass.

3.3. Pigment Indices

The reflectance in the region of visible light is strongly related to the content of photo-
synthetic pigments. These plant pigments play an important role in many physiological
processes, including the absorption of light energy and its consumption [118], photopro-
tection [119,120], photoreception [121,122], and others. Changes in the concentrations of
pigments can also be used for the estimation of forming stress responses in plants.

Chlorophylls are the main photosynthetic pigments and have complicated spectra of
light absorption. Their spectra include blue and red maximums, which differ for chloro-
phylls of different types. The absorption maximums of chlorophyll a and b, which are
the main chlorophylls in higher plants, are 438 and 668 nm and 463 and 650 nm, respec-
tively [123]. The region around 700 nm (“red edge”) is interesting because it corresponds to
the border between the spectral range with the high light absorption by chlorophylls (wave-
lengths are less than 700 nm) and the high light reflectance (wavelengths are more than
700 nm) [81]. As a result, this slope is sensitive to changes in the chlorophyll concentration.
The other slope (“green edge”), which is placed at about 500–550 nm wavelengths, is also
sensitive to chlorophyll concentration. The NIR region around 750–900 nm has low light
absorption by chlorophylls and is insensitive to changes in chlorophyll concentrations; this
region is widely used as the reference reflectance in the pigment reflectance indices [81,82].
It should be noted that the absorption at the red edge is mostly caused by chlorophyll a; in
contrast, the green edge is related to concentrations of chlorophyll a and b and, additionally,
carotenoids [81]. Combinations of reflectance at these wavelengths can be used for the
precise estimation of the concentration of chlorophylls.

The recent meta-analysis [124] shows that RIs, which are the most effective for the
estimation of the concentrations of total chlorophyll and chlorophyll a, should be calculated
on the basis of combinations of reflectance at 550–560 nm (the green) and at 680–750 nm
(the red edge); RIs that are the most effective for the estimation of the concentration of
chlorophyll b should be calculated on the basis of combinations of reflectance at 630–660 nm
(the red), at 670–710 nm (the red edge), and at 800–810 nm (NIR). It should be noted that
these spectral regions include both measuring (sensitive) wavelengths and reference ones.

The main reflectance indices that are sensitive to chlorophyl contents in plants are
summarized in Part 3 of Table 1. There are the Chappelle index ( R675

R700
) [88], Datt index

( R680
R708R550

) [89], and index proposed by Gitelson et al. (2003) ( R750−800
R695−740

− 1) [90], which can be
more sensitive to concentrations of chlorophylls in plants than the VIs (e.g., more sensitive
than the NDVI [90]) and allow the accurate estimation of the chlorophyll content in a wide
range of concentrations [81,90,125,126].

Additionally, the estimation of the ratio of carotenoid concentration to chlorophyll one
(Car/Chl) can be important for the diagnosis of stress changes in plants. It is known that
the degradation of chlorophylls under the action of stressors or at senescence is faster than
the degradation of carotenoids [12,13]. The different rates of the degradation of pigments
cause non-proportional changes in the blue (absorption of the blue light is related to both
carotenoids and chlorophylls) and red (absorption of the red light is related to chlorophylls)
spectral regions [12]. The correlation with Car/Chl can be observed for the simple ratio
pigment index (SRPI), normalized difference pigment index (NDPI), structure intensive
pigment index (SIPI), normalized phaeophytinization index (NPQI), and plant senescence
reflectance index (PSRI) [12,91,92].

Car/Chl can also be used for the estimation of the nitrogen status of plants because
nitrogen restrictions lead to the loss of chlorophyll and increase the concentration of
carotenoids in comparison with the concentration of chlorophylls [6,127–129]. For example,
the normalized pigment chlorophyll index (NPCI) [6], which shows the ratio of the total
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amount of photosynthetic pigments to chlorophyll, can be used for the estimation of the
nitrogen status, which plays a key role in the productivity of plants.

The other prospective pigments for the detection of stress changes are anthocyanins.
It is known that anthocyanins protect plants from the destructive influence of excess
light; they can be “optical filters” and absorb high-energy quanta [130]. Anthocyanins
stimulate the plant antioxidant system, neutralizing reactive oxygen species and radi-
cals [13]. Anthocyanins mainly absorb light in green and yellow spectral regions [130]; the
recent meta-analysis [124] shows that RIs that are calculated on the basis of measuring
the reflectance at 550–560 nm (the green) and references at 700–710 nm (the red edge)
or 780–790 nm (NIR) are effective for the estimation of the anthocyanin content. Gamon
and Surfus [93] proposed the index based on broadbands in the red and green spectral
regions; it is effective for the estimation of the ratio of concentration of chlorophylls to
concentrations of anthocyanins. The other indices for the estimation of the anthocyanin
concentration are anthocyanin reflectance indices 1 and 2 (ARI1 and ARI2), which are based
on the green and NIR reflected light [94].

Thus, the indices based on the concentration of photosynthetic pigments seem to
be multipotential. These pigment indices can be effective tools for the estimation of the
concentration of chlorophylls, anthocyanin, and carotenoids in plants [124]; however, effi-
ciencies of many pigment indices are lower on canopy or landscape levels. In contrast, these
efficiencies for RIs that are sensitive to concentrations of total chlorophyll and chlorophyll
a remain high on these spatial levels [124]. Besides, these pigment indices can also be used
for revealing stress changes in plants and for the morphological analysis, including the
estimation of LAI, which is similar to the estimation of this parameter on the basis of VIs.

3.4. Photochemical Reflectance Index and Its Modifications

In our review, we considered the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) and its modifi-
cations (Part 4 of the Table 1) as separate reflectance indices that are distinguished from
other pigment indices. It is shown that the PRI can depend on the photosynthetic pigment
concentrations and ratio between the concentrations of carotenoids and chlorophylls [2,131];
i.e., the PRI and its modifications can be used as pigment indices that are sensitive to slow
changes in concentrations of pigments [11,132]. However, changes in the PRI can also be
caused by short-term processes (minutes and even seconds), which are strongly associated
with photosynthetic changes [133,134].

There are several mechanisms of short-term changes in the PRI. The PRI is related to an
activity of the xanthophyll cycle, which is an important mechanism of fast photosynthetic
adaptation to the action of stressors (the non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll
fluorescence, NPQ) [11,54]. Typical PRI is based on the reflected light at 531 nm (the
measuring wavelength); the 531 nm wavelength is the center of the green shift in reflectance
due to the de-epoxidation of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin via antheraxanthin [133]. This
de-epoxidation, which is an important photosynthetic defense mechanism under excess
intensity of illumination and action of other stressors, is induced by the acidification of
the chloroplast lumen [11,54]. The reflected light at 570 nm is usually used as a reference
wavelength for PRI calculation because the reflectance at 570 nm changes weakly [54,95,96].
These pH-induced changes in the xanthophyll cycle are relatively quick: their characteristic
time is about ten minutes [133]. Additionally, fast and superfast changes in the PRI are also
shown in experiments. Fast changes in the PRI can be observed for several seconds [134]
and can be caused by the light-induced shrinkage of chloroplasts; this shrinkage is also
related to the acidification of lumen in chloroplasts [96,135]. Superfast changes in the PRI
can be formed for hundreds of milliseconds and, probably, are related to the electrochromic
shift in the light absorption by carotenoids with 515 to 520 nm maximum [17]; this shift
is induced by the activation of the electron-transport chain of chloroplasts and forming
electrical gradient across the thylakoid membrane [136].

As a result of these complex mechanisms of changes in the PRI, a modification of
the measuring wavelength (531 nm) at the PRI calculation can influence the sensitivity of
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this index to photosynthetic parameters. Modified PRIs calculated on the basis of 515 and
525 nm measuring wavelengths mainly show changes in the xanthophyll cycle; in contrast,
modified PRIs calculated on the basis of 545 and 555 nm measuring wavelengths mainly
show changes in the shrinkage of chloroplasts [96,97]. This means that using these different
measuring wavelengths for the PRI calculation seems to be promising for plant remote
sensing and can be used for increasing the accuracy of the investigations of characteristics
of fast photosynthetic changes.

There are several meta-analyses [11,54,137] that show that the PRI (mainly the typical
PRI) can be strongly related to the photosynthetic radiation-use efficiency (RUE), quantum
yield of photosystem II, NPQ, and pigment composition. However, there are several factors
that can strongly modify the values of correlations between the PRI and photosynthetic
parameters (the leaf or canopy levels of measurements, the sunlight or artificial light
at these measurements, different intensities of action of stressors on plants, and other
factors) [54,137]. The efficiency of the PRI using the estimation of the photosynthetic
parameters in plants can be increased through the application of light-induced changes in
this index [17,97,138–140]: the correlations of these changes with RUE, NPQ, and quantum
yield of photosystems I and II are stronger than the correlations of the absolute values of PRI
with these photosynthetic parameters. Finally, it should be noted that the measurements of
PRI can be successfully performed on the basis of different variants of the mobile platforms,
including satellites (e.g., MODIS and GOME) [54]; in the last case, the PRI can be used for
the estimation of GPP on ecosystem spatial scales.

4. Problems of Measurement and Analysis of Reflectance Indices

Above, we showed that reflectance indices can be successfully used for revealing the
plant physiological processes, biochemical composition, water content, and actions of biotic
and abiotic stressors. However, the reflectance of leaves has different mechanisms and
depends on the conditions of the measurements. The measured signal can be affected by
numerous factors, including the leaf surface roughness, content of aerosols and molecules
in the atmosphere, soil background, and changes in the intensity and spectra of light
sources (e.g., sunlight), etc. These factors disturb the measurements of the reflected light
and make its analysis difficult. Below, we considered some ways to minimize the influence
of these factors on the measurements and analysis of RIs (see Table 2).

Table 2. Some problems of measurement and analysis of reflectance indices.

Problem Problem Solution References

Changeability of illumination parameters
Using of white and black reflectance standard [22,141]

Using short pulses of measuring light [17,39]

Orientation of leaves and parameters of
their surface

Spectra correction using mathematical models of
PROCOSIN and PROSPECT [142]

Measuring at multitude angles. [143]

Combination of 3D plant model and hyperspectral images [144,145]

The atmosphere and soil influence on
plant reflectance

Statistical methods (e.g., principal component analysis) [10]

Using models of radiation transfer in leaves and canopy [146,147]

Development of corrected RIs [64,98]

Saturation of measurement of reflectance indices Development of corrected RIs [10,69]

Variability of plants
Using statistical methods and methods of texture analysis [20,148,149]

Prediction of changes in spectral properties using model of
radiation transfer in leaves and canopy [150–154]
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4.1. Changeability of Illumination Parameters

The changeability of the illumination parameters is a very important problem for the
measurement of RIs [17,39]. In laboratory conditions, the geometry of the plant illumination
in experiments is controlled and corresponds to the aim of the investigation. However,
even in this case, the heating of the lamps in the light source, which causes changes
in the illumination spectrum, or the blinking of these lamps can negatively influence
the reflectance measurements. This changeability of the illumination parameters can be
strongly increased under the environmental conditions; e.g., clouds cause illumination
blinking and increase light scattering in the atmosphere. The problem of the changeability
of light parameters can be solved by periodical calibrations using white and black cards,
which serve as standards of absolute reflectance and absorption, respectively [22]. For
example, the atmospheric influence can cause up to 50% of the difference between NDVI
without corrections and NDVI corrected by using white and black cards [141]. This
influence of the light parameters can be corrected using Equation (1) [141]:

Re f lectance =
I − IB

IW − IB
(1)

where I, IW, and IB are intensities of light reflected from plant, white standard, and black
one, respectively.

Effects of the illumination parameters can also be minimized by averaging spec-
tra [145]. However, this method is limited by plant variability and influence of atmosphere
and soil, which can be complex and non-linear.

On the other hand, normalized RIs can be corrected on the basis of only the white
standard in accordance with Equation (2) [155]:

RI =
I1 − I2

(
IW1
IW2

)
I1 + I2

(
IW1
IW2

) (2)

where I1 and I2 are intensities of the reflected light in plant at wavelengths one and two,
respectively; IW1 and IW2 are intensities of the reflected light in the white standard at
wavelengths one and two, respectively.

Finally, the influence of the parameters of the changeable background light can be
eliminated on the basis of the active illumination of the investigated plant by pulses of the
measuring light [17,139]. In this case, two images are used (the image measured under only
the background light, and the image measured under combination of the background light
and measuring light with the standard spectrum). The intensity of the reflected light is
calculated as the difference between these images. This method allows to exclude periodic
calibration of the reflected light [139]. However, the method can be used at only small
distances from plant objects and can be relatively slow because two images should be
measured; moreover, short-term fluctuations in the intensity of the light can cause errors
when using this method.

4.2. Orientation of Leaves and Parameters of Their Surface

Errors in the measured reflectance of leaves can also be caused by additional factors,
including the variability in the leaves’ orientation, roughness at the surface, and specular
reflection. These factors cause the appearance of the diffuse component of the reflected light.
The direct and diffuse components can be simultaneously detected by a hemispherical
spectrometer under laboratory conditions, but they cannot be independently measured
by a hyperspectral camera in fields. The plant hyperspectral imaging at multiple angles
(e.g., see [143,156]) can decrease these errors and improve the accuracy of the information
about plant physiological processes and biochemical composition. Parameters of plant
reflectance can also be reconstructed by using a combination of hyperspectral images and
3D plant reconstruction [144,145].
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An increase in the quantity of plants and their density per area can make the measure-
ments of the reflected light and interpretation of results difficult. In this case, the reflectance
spectra can be interpreted by using radiation transfer models; e.g., PROCOSINE, which
is a combination of the PROSPECT and COSINE models, can describe specular reflection
and leaf orientation [142]. Potentially, this model can be used for the prediction of the
signal/noise ratio and correction of reflectance measurements; however, its application is
limited by the leaf scale now [145]. The possibility of its use on the canopy scale requires
future investigations.

4.3. The Atmosphere and Soil Influence on Plant Reflectance

The atmosphere and soil background can strongly modify vegetation indices (particu-
larly the NDVI, SR, and others), decreasing their informativity. The atmosphere influence
is related to the atmospheric water vapor, aerosol depth, clouds, brightness, and other
factors [10,147,149]. It was shown that the light scattering in the atmosphere influences
mainly the transmission of visible light, and the atmosphere light absorption influences
mainly the transmission of NIR [147]. The influence of the soil background is related
to color, structure and relief, humidity, erosion, and other factors [10,146]. It should be
noted that the influences of vegetation, atmosphere, and soil on RIs can interact with each
other [10] because the atmosphere and soil can directly modify the spectrum of reflected
light and its spatial distribution.

It is important that the increasing intensity of the atmospheric influence positively
shifts the values of NDVI [10]; in contrast, increasing the soil brightness negatively influ-
ences these values. The noise induced by the atmosphere and soil influences increases
the error of the RIs measurement up to 30 to 50% [10,141]. The effective methods of the
investigation of the influence of atmosphere and soil parameters on the plant reflectance
are the development of radiation transfer models. On the basis of these models, it was
shown that sharp changes in RIs are caused by aerosol depth and soil brightness [147].
Using the SAIL model, Baret et al. [146] showed that soil properties (including texture
and moisture) influence the sensitivity of the NDVI, SAVI, TSAVI, MSAVI, and GEMI to
vegetation. Based on this investigation, the authors proposed a new vegetation index,
OSAVI, which is optimized for the minimization of the soil influence on the measurement
of RIs. The modifications of OSAVI can be used for all types of soil [64,98].

The mathematical modelling is an effective tool of the reflectance data analysis and
interpretation of results. However, its application is limited by a long duration of calcula-
tions, which is unsuitable for routine measurements. Alternatively, a system analysis of the
influence of soil and atmosphere based on statistical methods is widely used. For example,
the different components of the influence of atmosphere and soil on RIs can be detected
by using the “principal component analysis” [10]. Another way is the development of
new reflectance indices that can decrease soil- and atmosphere-caused errors. The OSAVI,
which was noted above, can exclude the soil influence. The atmospheric effects can be
minimized by the correction of the difference between red and blue light in the vegetation
index IAVI [70] and its special case ARVI [71]. The empirical vegetation index EVI, which
is based on the red, blue, and NIR reflected light [157], includes correction, decreasing the
influence of aerosols and soil.

4.4. Saturation of Measurement of Reflectance Indices

The saturation that decreases the sensitivity of RIs to plant characteristics at high
values of vegetation density is an important problem of the measurement of reflectance
indices, especially RIs based on the NIR reflected light (e.g., vegetation indices). The non-
linear changes in the NIR/red ratios that are caused by the high plant density, structural
properties, and changes in the chlorophyll concentration [10,158,159] are some reasons for
this saturation. This problem can be solved by using specific weights for values of the
reflected light intensity at an NIR range to correct vegetation indices [69,159]. Considering
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this point, the WDRVI can be used as a corrected analogue to the NDVI; the MCARI
corresponds to CARI [10,69]; there are other indices with these corrections.

4.5. Variability of Plants

The relation between the plant reflectance and physiological, biochemical, and anatom-
ical properties is the key problem for plant remote sensing. Three regions that are related
to changes in the content and composition of pigments (400–700 nm), anatomy of mes-
ophyll cells in leaves and canopy structure (700–1300 nm), and water content in plants
(1300–2500 nm) can be shown within the reflectance spectra of plants [7,160]. The spatial
heterogeneity of plants in the ecosystem, which can be caused by interspecific properties
and characteristics for individual species, is a source of the variability in the reflectance
measurements in all the spectral regions. Time-dependent fluctuations in environmental
conditions are another source of this variability. The variability causes errors of reflectance
measurements and increases the noise of the measured signal.

The photosynthetic pigments influence the reflectance of the visible light because they
are strongly related to the light absorption in this spectral range [7]. This light absorption
by pigments is related to photosynthesis [81], and its stress changes include, e.g., the light
dissipation by anthocyanins [130] and xanthophylls [12], which play a protective role for
photosynthetic machinery. As a result, the displacement in the spectral peaks of the light
absorption by pigments (and, thereby, in the reflectance spectra) shows disturbances in the
balance between the processes of photosynthetic energy consumption and processes of
photosynthetic stress changes [7].

These processes can be the basis for the spatial heterogeneity in the plant reflectance
and its time-dependent fluctuations related to photosynthetic pigments. The changes
in reflectance are caused by both short-term (seconds and minutes) and long-term (days,
months, and seasons) processes. Shifts in the content of photosynthetic pigments are related
to the long-term variability of plants. It is known that the composition of photosynthetic
pigments is very variable for different species [150,161]; this composition changes regarding
the individual development of the plant [162–164], and it can be strongly dependent on
local environmental conditions [161]. Particularly, the mineral nutrition is an important
factor influencing concentrations of pigments in plants; e.g., changes in the nitrogen
nutrition can influence concentrations of photosynthetic pigments and the content of
RUBISCO, which is the key photosynthetic enzyme [7,165–168]. Thus, heterogeneity of
the pigment composition can be the long-term factor modifying the efficiency of the plant
remote sensing. It should be noted that mathematical models of radiation transfer (e.g.,
PROSAIL [150,169]) are effectively used tools for the analysis of relations between the
heterogeneity in the content of photosynthetic pigments and heterogeneity in RIs.

On the other hand, the environmental conditions can induce short-term changes in
the pigment light absorption, which can contribute increasing noise of signals through the
stimulation of the time-dependent fluctuation in the reflectance and spatial heterogeneity
in RIs. For example, the light fluctuations cause changes in the photosynthetic activity and
increase the NPQ [21], which is the important photosynthetic protective mechanism [170].
The light intensity and spectrum profile can also influence the regulatory processes for
chlorophyll [171], carotenoid [172], and anthocyanin [173] synthesis. Additionally, the
spatial heterogeneity and time-dependent fluctuations in the environmental conditions
can influence the characteristics of photosynthetic pigments through the plant signaling
systems [174,175]; these influences can also induce variability of reflectance spectra. Par-
ticularly, the pigment modifications under stress conditions can be induced by changes
in the pH and Ca2+ concentrations or ROS generation. It is known that a decrease in the
luminal pH inhibits light photosynthetic reactions and activates the xanthophyll cycle [119];
these effects influence reflectance indices (e.g., PRI [11,97,137]). The increase in the Ca2+

concentration in the stroma of chloroplasts modifies the activity of the Calvin–Benson cy-
cle [176]; this modification contributes to a decrease in the luminal pH and, thereby, can also
induce changes in RIs. The ROS generation both damages photosynthetic machinery [170]
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and induces adaptive photosynthetic changes through the activation of transcription of
defense genes [177].

As a result, the individual reflectance spectra of a plant (or even parts of plants) can
be caused by a unique combination of factors influencing the pigment absorption (profile
expression of genes for individual plant or specie, stage of development, and local environ-
mental conditions); these factors contribute to variability in the plant reflectance spectra.

Differences in the leaf anatomy and orientation are another important reason for the
variability in the reflectance spectra. It is known that the reflectance of the adaxial leaf
surface is lower at the visible light range than this reflectance of the abaxial surface; in
the NIR range, this effect is the opposite [20,178,179]. This effect is caused by the different
optical properties of palisade and spongy mesophylls: the palisade mesophyll has high
light absorption of the visible light, low light absorption of the NIR light, and low light
scattering; in contrast, the spongy mesophyll has great light scattering (through numerous
air spaces) and relatively low light absorption [20,180]. Other important factors influencing
the leaf surface reflectance are the leaf thickness [150,180,181] and presence of hairs [182].
Additionally, the orientation of leaves [20,150] and their fluttering under the wind [183] can
also modify measurements of reflectance. The leaf parameters can also be dependent on the
plant nutrition; e.g., the nitrogen content can be an important factor influencing reflectance
through plant morphology and canopy structure [20]. The minimization of the influence of
these processes on the estimation of the content of photosynthetic pigments on the basis
of the reflectance measurements can be based on the development of models of RIs that
are insensitive to differences in the reflectance of the leaf surface [179,183]. An analysis
of the current mathematical models shows an important role of the leaves’ distribution,
frequency, and orientation of leaves for canopy reflectance [150–153].

Potentially, differences in the water content in plants should also be reasons for
the variability in water RIs. These differences can be related to spatial heterogeneity in
the soil water content (e.g., as a result of microrelief [1,184]) and to plant responses on
environmental factors (e.g., heating-induced electrical signals can modify transpiration
and water index in pea seedlings [80]).

Hereby, the plant heterogeneity is the important factor that influences plant spectra
and RIs [11,54]. A solution to the problem can be based on the combined use statistical
methods, including spatial and temporal averaging, and simple empirical models of
relations between RIs and plant characteristics [20,88,149]. The analysis of whole reflectance
spectra using heat maps of correlation between physiological parameters and RIs [19,185]
or heat maps of the significance of differences between RIs under action of environmental
factors [186] can also be used for revealing RIs that are insensitive to the plant variability.
The other prospective instrument of the minimization of the influence of RIs’ variability is a
meta-analysis of the literature data [11,54,137], which shows the influence of environmental
factors, physiological processes and biochemical composition in plants, type of vegetation,
and other factors on the efficiency of using RIs for plant remote sensing. On the other hand,
the parameters of the variability of reflectance (e.g., variation coefficients of reflectance or
RIs) can also be informative for plant remote sensing; the importance of these parameters
for plant remote sensing is investigated by using the texture analysis [148], which can be
used for revealing the actions of stressors, searching for ROIs, and image contrasting.

Thus, the variability in plants’ properties, including the content of photosynthetic
pigments, anatomical structure of leaves, canopy morphological and biochemical aspects,
water content, and other factors, can be important factors influencing the leaf and canopy
reflectance [15,149,150,154]. Ustin and Gamon [187] proposed to consider this complex of
the reflectance properties of plants as “optical type”. These optical types can be collected in
the library for classification and statistical analysis [20,187]. On the other hand, the analysis
of this heterogeneity seems to be the additional tool of plant remote sensing. This tool can
be used for the ecological and agricultural monitoring [10], estimation of soil quality [18],
disease detection [188], and others.
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5. Conclusions

Remote sensing is the prospective tool of agricultural and environmental monitoring.
It permits using the optimal management of the plant cultivation, which can be intelligent
and minimizes disturbances in the environment. The importance of the development of
methods of plant remote sensing increases with the decreasing stability of environmental
conditions and increasing losses of crops. The multi- and hyperspectral imaging and
calculation of reflectance indices are important methods of plant remote sensing because
these indices are strongly related to the plant growth and development, specific physio-
logical processes, and biochemical compositions. The availability of measuring systems
can permit the wide use of RIs for short-term and long-term plant imaging. However,
there are some problems regarding the measurement and analysis of reflectance indices,
including the environmental influence and plant variability. The development of modified
RIs, simulations, and methods of statistical and texture analysis should solve this problem
in perspective.
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